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Highlights
Single-nucleotide variants or muta-
tions (e.g., point mutations) are less
common than other variations and
mutations, and cannot generate
observed genomic diversity.

Genomic elements such as short tan-
dem repeats, ribosomal RNA gene
arrays, or transposable elements have
extremely high mutation rates that
likely contribute most mutations in
eukaryotic genomes.

These high-rate elements are very
diverse and their importance depends
on their biological context. For exam-
ple, in prokaryotes the more important
such elements are plasmids and inte-
Extant genomes are largely shaped by global transposition, copy-number
fluctuation, and rearrangement of DNA sequences rather than by substitutions
of single nucleotides. Although many of these large-scale mutations have low
probabilities and are unlikely to repeat, others are recurrent or predictable in
their effects, leading to stereotyped genome architectures and genetic varia-
tion in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes. Such recurrent, parallel mutation
modes can profoundly shape the paths taken by evolution and undermine
common models of evolutionary genetics. Similar patterns are also evident
at the smaller scales of individual genes or short sequences. The scale and
extent of this ‘non-substitution’ variation has recently come into focus through
the advent of new genomic technologies; however, it is still not widely consid-
ered in genotype–phenotype association studies. In this review we identify
common features of these disparate mutational phenomena and comment on
the importance and interpretation of these mutational patterns.
grative and conjugative elements.

Functional elements with very high
mutation rates behave very differently
than functional elements with low
mutation rates in evolution. Specifi-
cally, the same mutation can occur
multiple times in different lineages,
and evolution is no longer mutation-
limited.
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The Dominance of Repetitive DNA in Mutation
Substitution (see Glossary) mutations, which lead to single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) do not
substantially contribute to differences between species compared to other classes of muta-
tions, and generally account for only a minority of new mutations (Table 1). As an example of the
dominance of non-SNV variation, consider the difficulty of aligning whole genomes: most pairs
of genomes are not sufficiently syntenic or similar in size that SNVs could play a substantial role
in generating the observed diversity. Nevertheless, prominent reviews on mutation rate almost
exclusively focus on substitution rates [1,2].

For example, the rate of spontaneous substitutions is lower than the rate of spontaneous short
tandem repeat (STR) mutations in humans [3], and for decades transposable elements (TEs)
have been thought to account for most spontaneous Drosophila mutations [4]. Such non-
substitution mutational modes hold in common an idiosyncratic and high rate of per-locus
mutation, and are sometimes referred to as ‘repetitive’ DNA mutations in that the affected DNA
elements are usually present in high copy numbers in the genome. However, other mecha-
nisms of high mutation rate are possible, as with plasmid acquisition and loss in prokaryotes.
The importance of such mutational modes is illustrated by: (i) the above-cited numerical
dominance of non-substitution mutations; (ii) The large genomic footprint of many classes
of non-substitution mutations such as large indels, ploidy changes, and chromosomal rear-
rangements; (iii) the elaborate cellular machineries devoted to ameliorating or reducing the rate
of devastating mutations {e.g., repeat-mediated deletion suppression in humans [5] and RNA-
directed DNA methylation (RdDM) repression of TEs in plants [6]}; and (iv) the long-known
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Glossary
Hard and soft selective sweeps:
when favorable mutations occur in
populations, they tend to increase in
frequency over time until they
dominate the population as a result
of positive selection. In hard sweeps,
positive selection is very strong and
the mutation goes to fixation very
quickly. In soft sweeps, selection is
weaker and multiple mutations are
simultaneously under positive
selection, leading to complex
population dynamics which are more
difficult to detect and interpret.
Infinite-sites model: a model of
molecular evolution under which it is
assumed that all mutations take
place at different sites. Under this
assumption, parallel (or recurrent)
mutation does not occur. This
condition is satisfied by simply
assuming that the number of sites in
the genome is infinite, while keeping
the mutation rate constant, such that
the probability of mutation at any
specific site becomes infinitesimally
small.
Parallel mutation: a mutation that
occurs at the same locus as another
previous mutation, but independently
from the same starting allele, usually
in different genetic lineages.
Mutations at the same locus in the
same lineage are called ‘stepwise’
mutations.
Population mutation rate: the total
number of mutations arising across
the entire population of an organism.
Either a larger population or a higher
rate of per-locus mutation can
increase this measure. Sometimes
written as u.
Ribosomal DNA (rDNA): regions of
genomes consisting of many copies
of ribosomal RNA genes, which vary
dramatically in copy number across
species and individuals while
remaining conserved in the sequence
of each gene.
Satellite DNA: regions of DNA
consisting of tandemly repeated DNA
sequences at high copy number.
This copy number mutates rapidly.
Genomic regions such as telomeres
and centromeres tend to consist of
satellite DNA. Short tandem repeats
(STRs), also called microsatellites,
consist of very short repeat units
(<10 nt).
Substitution: a mutation that
replaces a nucleotide at a single
overabundance in genomes of repetitive element families (particularly TEs), signifying past
mutations [7].

In this review we take these points of importance as largely self-evident, given their longstand-
ing and uncontested nature (although we touch on each as needed). We focus instead on the
common characteristics of highly mutable genetic elements that meet two criteria. First, we
require that these mutations are not substitutions because these are extremely well-studied
and reviewed elsewhere [2]. Second, we require that the modes of mutation demonstrate
parallel mutation; that is, their rate of mutation is sufficiently high to repeatedly give rise to
recurrent or repeated mutations at the same locus. More specifically, we require that these
mutational modes violate the infinite-sites model (in many interesting cases the infinite-alleles
model also will be violated) [8]. The infinite-sites model assumes that the number of possible
sites is very large compared to the mutation rate, and the infinite-alleles model assumes that the
same allele never arises from mutation more than once; thus, both models assume no parallel
evolution.

To illustrate some of the pertinent features of mutations fulfilling these two criteria, we begin by
reviewing several important classes of genomic structural variation (including variation in copy
number, satellite DNA, transposable elements, and others). We also discuss the example of
STRs in some detail because they are relatively simple and easy to study. We continue by
exploring some of the biological and evolutionary consequences of different mutational modes
satisfying these criteria. We also discuss cases of particular interest, including ribosomal DNA
(rDNA) copy-number variation, a fascinating and little-understood class of variation contributing
to phenotypic variation.

The Quantitative and Qualitative Preponderance of Non-SNV Variation
The vast majority of variation in DNA sequences between organisms is due to differences in
ploidy and in TE content. This is best-described in plants [9], but is also marked in animal
lineages [10]. Sister species/strains of maize [11,12], rice [13], and Arabidopsis thaliana [14–17]
differ dramatically in their TE content. Moreover, it appears that these differences arise as a
result of the preferential expansion and contraction of different TE families in closely related
lineages [18]. Although qualitatively distinct from highly mutable, non-mobile elements in their
mutational pattern and effects [18], TEs nonetheless indisputably evince parallel mutations of
high rate. They also share other features, such as attenuated linkage with surrounding variation
[15,19], limiting the power of SNP-based association approaches.

A further highly mutable class of variation is satellite DNA, one of the defining architectural
features of eukaryotic genomes. Satellite DNA defines centromeres, telomeres, and other
components of chromosomes. Such satellites consist of short motifs (usually less than
1000 bp) arranged tandemly in very high copy number. These crucially important elements,
which participate in key genomic functions such as chromosome segregation and maintenance
[20], evolve at remarkable speeds [21]. For example, Drosophila melanogaster centromeric
repeats (which are generally 5–10 bp elements) are dramatically different from closely related
Drosophila simulans and Drosophila mauritania centromeric repeats (mostly �500 bp repeats)
[22]. Non-centromeric satellite DNA follows similarly divergent patterns among Drosophila
species [23,24]. In each case, as with TEs, it appears that different families of satellite repeats
have expanded in different lineages of Drosophila by unknown mechanisms, leading to
hotspots of diversification in the least-ascertainable portions of their genomes. Similar rapid
evolutionary dynamics of satellite DNA have also been observed within and between primate
lineages [25].
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position (A, C, G, T) with one of the
other three nucleotides.
Transposable element (TE): DNA
elements that reproduce themselves
in genomes via ‘cut-and-paste’ or
‘copy-and-paste’ mechanisms,
leading to large insertions and
deletions of DNA. Sometimes called
‘selfish DNA’ or ‘jumping genes’.
There are multiple additional mechanisms for mutation that depend on specific aspects of
genome architecture. For example, genomes with large families of closely related genes are
amenable to gene-conversion mutations, which occur by recombination between highly similar
loci. Specifically, trypanosomes and some other human pathogens rely on recombination
between high-copy host interaction genes as a mechanism to generate diversity in response to
host selection [26,27], with consequences for public health. In these cases, these recombina-
tion events are frequently facilitated by nearby TEs.

These adaptive mechanisms can easily be observed in the laboratory. When budding yeast is
grown under nutrient-limited conditions, genes encoding fitness-limiting transporters are
frequently amplified to high copy number [28,29]. These adaptations are highly replicable
across parallel continuous culture systems because adjacent genomic features such as origins
or inverted repeats, tandemly repeated homologous genes, and mobile elements all allow
elevated rates of amplification and local copy-number expansion [30,28,29].

In summary, although these various sequence elements differ wildly in their mechanism of
mutation, they hold in common the features of high rate, repeatability, and even predictability.
These features are also well illustrated by STR variation.

Lessons from Short Tandem Repeat Variation Concerning Genomic
Elements with High Mutation Rates
STRs (also known as microsatellites) provide a useful model for understanding the dynamics of
elements with elevated mutation rates. Specifically, they are abundant, highly mutagenic,
contribute to phenotypic variation, but are more or less ignored in most population genomics.
Thanks to technology advances coupled with longstanding theoretical work, we now have a
basic understanding of this class of variation both in terms of its population variation and its
molecular and phenotypic effects. Recent studies in humans [31–33] and A. thaliana [34]
provide high-accuracy genotypes and evidence for selective and phenotypic consequences of
STR variation. We use some examples from A. thaliana STRs to illustrate the previously
identified features of elements with high mutation rates (Figure 1): (i) the expected number
Table 1. Rate and Genomic Impact of Various Mutation Types across Eukaryotes

Mutation type Mutation rate (per
element per
generation)

Mutation rate (per genome copy per generation)a Mutation rate (bp/generation)b Refs

Substitution 10�9 to 10�8 �30 (human)
�1 (weed)
�0.6 (fly)
�0.1 (yeast)

�30 (human)
�1 (weed)
�0.6 (fly)
�0.1 (yeast)

[30,106–108]

Transposition 10�6 to 10�4 �0.05 (human)
0.001–0.2 (fly)

�60 (human)
2.9–581 (fly)

[109–111]

STR copy-number change 10�5 to 10�3 �40 (human)
�0.24 to 2.4 (weed)
�0.014 to 0.14 (yeast)

>80 (human)
>0.5 to >5 (weed)
>0.03 to >0.3 (yeast)

[3,30,34,112,113,]

aWhere available, estimates are taken from the literature. For weed and yeast, rates are estimated as the product of the element-wise mutation rate and the number of
relevant elements (taken from the references).

bWhere available, estimates are taken from the literature. Estimates are made based on the product of element unit size and genome-wide mutation rate. Human
transposition numbers are based on size and mutation rates of Alu, L1, and SVA elements reported in [109]; fly transposition numbers assume the size of the P element
(2907 bp). As a lower bound on STR bp effects, we assume that all STR mutations are a one-unit change in a dinucleotide. Throughout, ‘human’ is Homo sapiens, ‘fly’
is Drosophila melanogaster, ‘yeast’ is Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and ‘weed’ is Arabidopsis thaliana.
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Figure 1. Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) Demonstrate Features of High Mutation-Rate Elements. STR loci demonstrate (A) multiallelism, (B) low allelic
similarity between strains, (C) high mutation rate, (D) context-dependent mutation rate variation, and (E) parallelism. Data and figures adapted, with permission, from
[34]. (A) Number of alleles at each STR locus. (B) All pairs of strains were compared at all positions where both strains had STR allele calls, and the proportion of alleles in
common was computed. (C) Population mutation rate was computed according to [105]. Observed mutation rates of zero had a small nonzero value added such that
they could be shown on the log scale. (D) Gross localization of STRs in the A. thaliana genome. Annotations from Araport11 were compared to STR calls from [34]; UTR,
untranslated region. (E) Parallel expansions and contractions of the CMT2 STR across A. thaliana strains (adapted, with permission, from [34]); the tree represents
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of mutations and segregating alleles from high mutation-rate elements is very large (Figure 1A)
and this variation has effects on phenotypic variation; (ii) the genomic context of an element
strongly influences its mutation rate (Figure 1C); and (iii) several assumptions and qualitative
expectations of classical evolutionary genetics are changed by high mutation rates (Figure 1E).

Most common population genomic methods and computer programs assume that loci are
biallelic. This is true of less than 15% of 2046 typed STRs across 96 strains of A. thaliana
(Figure 1A). Moreover, there is not even a ‘major allele’ for at least one half of STR loci because
no single allele has a frequency above 50%. When comparing any two such A. thaliana strains,
only half of STR loci will have the same allele (Figure 1B), whereas nucleotide positions will be
identical at �99% of ascertained sites in such comparisons. This demonstrates the massive
population variation of these elements.

Substantial prior work has demonstrated the association of such STR variation with phenotypic
variation in a variety of organisms [32,35–39]. Moreover, several studies have presented
evidence that genic STRs are subject to substantial selective constraint [34,40], indicating
that phenotypic effects of this STR variation contribute actively not only to evolutionary paths
but also to the mutational load afflicting populations.

STR mutation rates are strongly influenced by the genomic context of the STR. For example,
transcribed STRs have a substantially higher mutation rate than comparable untranscribed
STRs [41]. Indeed, STRs disproportionately tend to be located in otherwise non-repetitive genic
DNA [42], and specifically 50 untranslated regions (50-UTRs) (Figure 1D), even though selection
should remove STRs from genic DNA to avoid gene disruptions. Presumably, STRs are
maintained in genic DNA by a higher rate of expansion or birth in these regions. The mutagenic
effect of transcription appears to increase the rate of STR unit insertions [41] that may lead to
higher rates of STR ‘birth’ in genic sequences (although they may subsequently be removed by
selection from coding sequences).

Finally, STRs show parallel mutation. For example, nonsense mutations in the CMT2 gene in A.
thaliana were previously described as being subject to positive selection [43], but more recently
we showed that an intronic STR in this gene shows repeated dramatic changes in copy
number, consistent with repeated mutation and selection (Figure 1E). Taking into account the
local ancestry of this region in these A. thaliana strains, the most parsimonious explanation is
multiple repeated mutations at this locus. The similarity of STR copy number between closely
related strains suggests this may potentially (but not necessarily) occur via stepwise mutation of
the STR.

High Mutation Rates and Evolutionary Genetics
The genetic elements discussed in this paper all have high mutation rates. This is notable
because the mutation rate is a key parameter in many evolutionary models. In fact, a simplifying
assumption in population genetics is that the rate of evolution is equal to the mutation rate
because evolution itself is often assumed to be mutation-limited [44]. This is sometimes called
the strong-selection weak-mutation (SSWM) model. However, when mutation is not limiting
relative to selection (e.g., ‘strong mutation’), the dynamics of the evolutionary process change
dramatically. For example, the seminal work on soft selective sweeps specifically noted
recurrent mutation as a factor that would increase the frequency of soft sweeps from selected
loci [45]. In distinction to hard selective sweeps – the rapid spread to fixation of a specific
mutation on a distinctive haplotype – soft sweeps are characterized by the emergence of either
multiple distinct adaptive mutations in a region, or the same adaptive mutation associated with
Trends in Genetics, April 2019, Vol. 35, No. 4 257



heterogeneous haplotypes. Soft sweeps will manifest with a population mutation rate (u)
exceeding 0.01 even under very strong selection; the A. thaliana STRs discussed above have
average population mutation rates in the order of 1000-fold higher than this threshold
(Figure 1C). Experimental evolution experiments in microbes (which often have very high
population mutation rates because of their large populations) frequently observe soft sweeps,
with the emergence of multiple adaptive alleles leading to ‘clonal interference’ between lineages
carrying different adaptive alleles, frequently at the same locus [46]. One such experiment in
Methylobacterium extorquens yielded 17 distinct adaptive insertions into the same gene [47], a
potent demonstration of the parallelism attainable with both large population sizes and high
mutation rates.

High mutation-rate loci show qualitatively different behavior from low mutation-rate loci under
selection (and their interaction with associated haplotypes), requiring different tools for
detecting selection [45,48,49]. Therefore, vast differences in mutation rate within the genome
and across mutational types can lead to dramatically different expectations for evolutionary
outcomes. Simply, the SSWM model breaks down in the face of high mutation-rate genetic
elements. This is because the rate of adaptation is no longer limited by the rate of mutation
owing to the abundant supply of mutations at adaptive loci. Recent theoretical work suggests
that this breakdown occurs with a rate u >0.1 [50], leading to new dynamics such as
population size-dependence of the rate of evolution. Again, the estimated average u for
STR mutations is �100-fold larger than this threshold (Figure 1C). This likely explains the
observations of repeated mutations putatively contributing to adaptive variation at these loci,
as observed for both STRs in A. thaliana (Figure 1E) and TEs in Drosophila [51]. Further
theoretical work suggests that multimutation ‘jumps’ become possible when mutation rates
are elevated relative to selection, changing the dynamics of evolution on rugged fitness
landscapes [35,52].

Even in the absence of selection, there are consequences of very high mutation rates and
multiallelism for the dynamics of molecular evolution [53], some of which we discuss in more
detail in Box 1. Overall, the large number and apparent impact of high mutation-rate elements,
combined with the proposition that adaptive evolution is mutation-limited, leads us to the
natural conclusion that such elements contribute disproportionately to adaptation, even if
presently available techniques are ill-suited to detecting this contribution.

High Mutation Rates in the Human Genome
Mutation in the human genome is of inherent interest, and there is a large body of work on this
subject, as reviewed elsewhere [54]. However, a few pertinent features of human mutation are
worth noting here. First, much of the sequence difference between humans and great apes
occurs in segmentally duplicated regions that are difficult to resolve because of high homology
between duplicates [55,56]. Multiple human-specific genes with roles in neurodevelopmental
processes appear to have arisen through such duplication events in the human lineage [56–58].
Second, copy-number variation is a major contributor to human genetic diversity [54], and
tends to occur preferentially in repetitive regions such as pericentromeres and peritelomeres
that are difficult to analyze with traditional short-read sequencing [59]. Some such regions
consisting of low-copy repeats comprise 5% of the human genome, and show dramatic
population variation consisting of rearrangements and large differences of copy number [60].
These variants are, moreover, nearly impossible to reconstruct without recently developed
methods such as proximity ligation or optical mapping. These observations highlight again the
effects of genomic context and the importance of low-complexity genomic regions in generat-
ing genetic diversity.
258 Trends in Genetics, April 2019, Vol. 35, No. 4



Box 1. Mutational Modes and Molecular Evolution

John Maynard Smith [114] proposed that molecular evolution might be understood with reference to a popular parlor
game of his time, inferring the path of evolution by considering the most parsimonious number of single-letter
substitutions to transform one word into another:

word!wore!gore!gone!gene

However, this set of rules (parsimony, single-letter substitution) does not necessarily describe the expected evolutionary
path of a given DNA sequence. DNA sequences are altered according to rules that allow many more types of transition.
For example, one might consider the following scenario instead, allowing also duplications, inversions, and rearrange-
ments of letters:

word!drow!brow!brew!brewer!brewed!breed!breeder!breed!greed!green!greet!great
!geat!gent!gene

Comparatively, this scenario is positively circuitous, and multiple steps are redundant, with no effect on the outcome.
Many transitions involve addition, subtraction, or rearrangement of existing sequences. Some words (‘drow’, ‘geat’)
may strain the dictionary. Nonetheless, we believe that many geneticists will (reluctantly) concede that it is a more familiar
path than the simple one trod by Maynard Smith, while hastening to add that Maynard Smith’s path has a higher tutelary
value.

To defend this assertion, we can present some arguments which are based on the empirical failures of parsimony as a
criterion in phylogenetic inference [115]. First, although the most parsimonious path may be the most likely single path, it
may have a lower probability than the summation of other paths. Second, we cannot assume that all transitions have an
equal probability [116], or even that transition probabilities are constant along the path [117]. These assumptions do not
even hold for the single-letter substitutions in Maynard Smith’s simplified model. Indeed, cursory reference to biological
experience argues that transition probabilities must change based on the sequence state, and that there is very large
variation in transition probabilities (i.e., mutation rates) between sites and types of transitions. Overall, we must confront
the possibility that intuitively obvious paths in molecular evolution may not be the true ones, given the observed
dynamics of genome architectures and sequence variation throughout evolution.
rDNA Variation and Heritability
The ribosomal RNA genes, which are organized into high-copy regions known as rDNA, are
notable for their high level of sequence conservation and are universally present throughout
cellular life. The copy numbers of these genes vary enormously. rDNA copy-number
variation in A. thaliana largely accounts for the size variation of the entire genome observed
among strains [61]. Species estimates of rDNA copy number differ by orders of magnitude
across eukaryotes [62], and natural isolates within a species may vary in rDNA copy
number by as much as tenfold [63–68]. Moreover, rDNA copy number is highly labile
as an off-target mutation in genetically manipulated yeast [69]. The expression and
chromatin state of rDNA repeats are among the most tightly regulated features of the
eukaryotic nucleus [70], and although only a subset of units are transcriptionally active,
their gene products make up �80% of total RNA in the cell [71]. Transcription from the
rDNA (also termed nucleolar organizing regions) leads to formation of the nucleolus, the
most obvious feature of gross nuclear morphology, as well as to genetic phenomena such
as nucleolar dominance.

Perhaps as a result of such regulation, strong selection appears to maintain copy number, as
observed in the large rDNA copy-number fluctuations observed upon disruption and subse-
quent complementation of yeast orc2 mutants [54], and the return of yeast rDNA copy number
back to the native �150 copies after artificial reduction [72]. Reductions in germline rDNA copy
number are heritable in Drosophila, but rDNA copy number also recovers rapidly in those
progeny that inherited reduced rDNA arrays [73].
Trends in Genetics, April 2019, Vol. 35, No. 4 259



Many different mechanisms are proposed for the origin of rDNA copy-number variation. In
yeast, transcription–replication conflicts may contribute to rDNA instability, in part because of
the presence of an origin of replication in the rDNA intergenic spacer [74–76], another reminder
of the importance of genomic context in determining mutation rates. Intrachromatid recombi-
nation has similarly been proposed to produce copy-number reduction [77], as well as unequal
meiotic recombination leading to changes in rDNA copy number between generations; in
humans there is a �10% chance of a recombination event per meiosis per rDNA array that will
result in a change in rDNA copy number [78].

The potential phenotypic consequences of rDNA variation are vast and largely unexplored.
Beyond the documented fitness consequences of catastrophic reductions in rDNA copy
number [79,80], no causal relationships have yet been demonstrated between phenotype
and rDNA copy-number variation in the naturally occurring range, although a weak positive
association has recently been found between rDNA copy number and flowering time in maize
[81]. Extrachromosomal circular rDNA sequences accumulate with age in yeast [77], and both
their accumulation as well as the instability of the rDNA locus itself have been proposed as
causative agents of aging in yeast [82,83]. Recently, interest in the relationship between rDNA
stability and cancer has arisen owing to observations that rDNA copy number modestly
decreases in some cancers [84–86]. Whether rDNA may act on cell physiology through
ribosome biogenesis, maintaining genome integrity [87] and the balance of heterochromatin
[88], an influence on genome replication [75], or through some other mechanism remains to
be resolved. One intriguing possibility is that, owing to its centrality in cellular physiology and
the processing of genetic information, rDNA copy-number variation may modify the expres-
sivity of other genetic variants [89]. rDNA copy-number alteration has been reported to have a
genome-wide impact on gene expression in Drosophila [88], and to influence position effect
variegation [90]. Human studies have further revealed an association between rDNA copy
number and genome-wide gene expression, as well as an inverse relationship with mito-
chondrial DNA abundance [63]. The potential central role of rDNA copy-number variation in
genomic structure and gene regulation places rDNA at a crucial position in research into
human health and aging.

High Mutation Rates and Parallel Evolution in Prokaryotes
Although we chiefly focus on eukaryotes, prokaryotic genomes also highlight diverse recurrent
mutational modes. Indeed, large-scale reorganization and gene gain and loss are probably
even more biologically significant in prokaryotes than in eukaryotes [91]. For example, patho-
genic organisms carrying the genus name Shigella are not a genus, and indeed not even
monophyletic [92]. Each lineage of Shigella in fact arose independently from E. coli ancestors by
a concerted and localized process of massive gene loss and acquisition [92–94]. In this
example, recurrent large mutations follow a predictable path, owing to the contextual influence
of E. coli genome architecture, to yield the convergent outcome of the Shigella genome. A
similar host-associated parallel mutation trajectory is known from the soil microbe Mesorhi-
zobium ciceri in the form of a large ‘symbiosis island’ integration element that is broken up and
integrated at three different genomic locations [95]. This element carries genes associated with
diazotrophic symbiosis with plants, and its integration is repeatable, highly stereotyped, and
can be recapitulated in the laboratory [96]. Moreover, it appears that this tripartite integration
mechanism is conserved across at least the genus Mesorhizobium as a mechanism for
facilitating the spread of beneficial mobile genetic elements [97]. More generally, adaptive
horizontal-transfer events are repeatable as a result of epistasis [98], and are specifically
facilitated by the genomic context of mobile elements and by associated cellular pathways
and cellular features.
260 Trends in Genetics, April 2019, Vol. 35, No. 4



Outstanding Questions
What are the relative contributions of
different mutation classes (substitu-
tions, transpositions, copy-number
changes) to heritable variation in differ-
ent organisms?

The number of substitutions per gen-
eration is well ascertained across
many organisms, but what is the total
number of mutations – including other
mutation types that are more difficult to
observe?

Are there general rules for the emer-
gence of new families of elements such
as transposons or satellites with very
high mutation rates?

Are there generalizable effects of dif-
ferent genomic contexts (e.g., pericen-
tromeres, peritelomeres, transcribed
regions, plasmids) on the rate of differ-
ent mutational modes?

If the rate of evolution is not mutation-
limited, does this undermine other
assumptions or models in currency?
These well-trodden horizontal evolutionary pathways are superficially eye-catching, but in
the context of microbial genomic evolution they are unremarkable. As seen in the above M.
extorquens example [47], the large population sizes of microbes make them tractable
systems for experimental evolution. Although the population sizes of experimentally evolved
bacteria are sufficiently large that even substitutions are dominated by parallelism [99],
these experiments emphasize the adaptive importance of non-SNV variation. Genomic
optical mapping of parallel laboratory-evolved E. coli populations uncovered a dramatic
diversity of rearrangements, generally mediated by recombination between distant insertion
sequence elements [100]. Remarkably, these rearrangements were highly parallel in that
most such events were observed in more than one among only 12 populations. In the same
populations, the most dramatic fitness increase over decades of evolution consisted of a
highly repeatable tandem gene amplification that depended on a predisposing genomic
context [101].

These mechanisms for yielding repeated high-impact adaptive mutations in prokaryotes
highlight the prevalence, diversity, and adaptive significance of recurrent high-rate mutation
events in the dominant clades of cellular life. The phenotypic consequences of this form of
variation are vast and largely unexplored.

Concluding Remarks
We have discussed abundant cases where recurrently mutable DNA elements determine the
architecture of genomes and variation in phenotypes. These highly abundant elements shape
the direction of evolution through their large supply of ready genetic variation. In the past two
decades the vastly improved ascertainment of SNVs and substitution mutations prompted
genetic and genomic researchers to focus on this much more tractable subject of study. This
focus was driven largely by the advent of automated DNA sequencers and efficient computer
programs for sequence alignment, which in those early iterations experienced difficulties with
other classes of genetic variation. These technological difficulties are, in some influential cases,
the explicit reason for ignoring other forms of variation [1], likely biasing both results and
discourse. This bias is potentially reinforced by the common assumption of quantitative
genetics that genome-wide SNP genotyping is sufficient to ascertain neighboring mutations
because of linkage [102] (several studies of STRs and TEs indicate that this is unlikely to be true
for multiallelic loci with high mutation rates [34,31,51,103]). However, we are encouraged that
recent methodological advances such as optical mapping, proximity ligation, multiplexed
sequence capture, and long-read sequencing have vastly expanded the pool of accessible
variants [104].

Genomic elements with high mutation rates are intrinsically difficult to analyze by molecular
methods. It is possible that methodological artifacts have influenced our understanding of
these elements, exactly as we argue that past methods have biased us. For this reason we
must evaluate results regarding these elements with more caution than substitutional
variation. Nonetheless, we believe that the balance of evidence argues for important roles
of genomic elements with high mutation rates. In the future, we must investigate whether
the dizzying array of molecular variation in these elements has a commensurate effect on
phenotype, or whether this variation is merely a genomic extravagance (see Outstanding
Questions).
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